
Amar Fayaz Buriro 

(A Visionary Language Engineer, who slanted Sindhi Language in modern technology) 

 

Currently Amar is an IT Specialist in Sindhi Language Authority where he looks after the Sindhi 

Computing and development of Sindhi Codex for advance computing in language engineering, 

this will preserve our historical languages in advanced systems. Earlier he was Head of 

Department Information Technology in Newports Institute of Communication & Economics a 

corporate university of Karachi, IT Consultant in Geo TV network and CEO/Owner of eSpread 

Multiplication, a firm providing web development services using latest cutting edge web related 

technology and tools.  

He has endeavored to bring this latest technology to the service of major Pakistani languages 

such as Urdu & Sindhi. He realized that these languages of our country faced formidable 

challenges due to non-compatibility with browsers designed especially for the handheld devices 

such as tablets and cellphones. One of the major issues so far as Urdu was concerned was the 

use of the traditionally preferred Nastaleeq style on the web. Finally, he was able to create the 

first Web based Nastaleeq font “Amar Nastaleeq”, which is a lightweight font that allows robust 

and reliable conversion to various embeddable formats for use across major OS’s, browsers and 

devices. Meanwhile, he also worked at localizing the world’s leading CMS Joomla for Urdu and 

Sindhi. Today he is webmaster of more than 85 multilingual websites which use advanced PHP 

programming. He also found that majority of the programmers and web developers in our 

country use nulled versions, cracked software and pirated scripts. This unfortunately is the major 

cause why most of the websites get hacked and the database management has security issues. 

Deviating from this practice, he chose to use neat and clean programming and licensed scripts. 

The credit goes on his shoulders that Amar is the first code developers who had injected Sindhi 

and Urdu language in core coding of Ajax and Java languages. Having honorary membership of 

UNICODE & WWW Consortium, Amar works in the most advanced AI code queries and finding 

solutions of Handling commands.    
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